
Orico Hard Disk case and GSM accessories (black) Ref: 6954301100577
Orico Hard Disk case and GSM accessories (black)

Orico PHM-25-BK-BP Hard Drive Case
Now it  can conveniently yet safely store your hard drive and selected accessories.  The Orico case is  made of durable,  shock-resistant
materials, so it will perfectly protect your equipment from damage. You can easily fit many different items in it. It is also distinguished by
an excellent quality zipper, which will serve you well for a long time.
 
Surprisingly roomy
Despite the relatively small size of the case is extremely spacious. You can successfully fit in it not only the hard drive, but also some
accessories, such as powerbank, headphones, cables, charger, pendrive, memory card or keys. It will be useful not only at home, but also
when travelling - it allows you to store and transport selected items in a comfortable and at the same time safe way.
 
Solid performance
You  no  longer  need  to  worry  about  the  safety  of  your  hard  drive  -  the  Orico  brand  case  will  provide  it  with  reliable  protection  from
damage. It is made of excellent quality, durable materials that provide it with shock resistance. Inside there is a special cotton interlayer.
The case is made of reinforced EVA plastic, which is not only durable, but also safe for health and the environment.
 
Flexible mesh
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What else makes the Orico brand case so perfect for transporting various items? There is a special elastic mesh inside that allows you to
store small accessories and makes it easier to keep things organized. It also provides better protection for your hard drive. Put your cable
or memory stick behind it and take it with you wherever you need it!
 
Perfect quality lock
The case has been equipped with a top quality zipper, which allows you to open or close it quickly and conveniently. You no longer need
to worry that during transport the smallest items will fall out and get lost! The zipper is extremely durable and reliable - it will not jam or
open on its own.
 
Brand
Orico
Model
PHM-25-BK-BP
Compatibility
SSD / HDD 2,5″ hard drives
Color
Black
Material
EVA + cotton
Dimensions
160x110x40mm

Preço:

Antes: € 6.9987

Agora: € 6.49

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Capas, Tempered glass, Case for
Accessories
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